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BNP PARIBAS DEPLOYS PAYLIB BETWEEN FRIENDS MOBILE APP
PAY TO PAY PERSON PAYENT SERVICE

Pris, Washignton DC, 23.04.2018, 03:32 Time

USPA NEWS - BNP Paribas Deploys "Paylib Between Friends" Mobile Pay-to-Person Payment Service Paylib between Friends
enriches the range of services of the French Paylib mobile payment solution BNP Paribas is the first bank to set up this new Paylib
service.
The Paylib person-to-person money transfer service between Friends will be deployed by BNP Paribas in May. Paylib between
Friends is the new mobile payment service that allows the transfer of money from person to person. It offers the possibility to
individuals to send money - free and safe - to a mobile number without knowing the beneficiary's bank details.

BNP Paribas Deploys "Paylib Between Friends" Mobile Pay-to-Person Payment Service
Paylib between Friends enriches the range of services of the French Paylib mobile payment solution BNP Paribas is the first bank to
set up this new Paylib service.The Paylib person-to-person money transfer service between Friends will be deployed by BNP Paribas
in May. Paylib between Friends is the new mobile payment service that allows the transfer of money from person to person. It offers
the possibility to individuals to send money - free and safe - to a mobile number without knowing the beneficiary's bank details.
THE NEW APP : PAYLIB BETWEEN FRIENDS BY BNP PARIBAS
Send and receive money with your mobile safely
Send money with ease
No need to know the IBAN of his friends, just have their mobile number.
Receive money from any bank
To receive money, you just need to have a bank account in France.
Simplify money transfer
The money is available directly on the bank account.
Secure sending money
The service is based on the classic transfer and offers an optimal level of security.
No additional charge
The service is offered for free and runs on Android and IOS
 PAYLIB ACTIVATED FROM THE MY BNP PARIBAS ACCOUNT APP OR HELLO BANK
Once Paylib has been activated from the My BNP Paribas accounts application or the Hello bank! Application, you just have to enter
the mobile number or the name of the contact to whom you want to send moneyIf the beneficiary is already a user of "Paylib between
Friends": no action is required on his part, he receives an SMS confirming that the sum will be credited directly to his bank account. If
the beneficiary does not have the "Paylib between Friends" service, he receives an SMS inviting him to visit the paylib.fr website to fill
in the unique transfer reference and his IBAN. The sum is then credited directly to his bank account.
A RECIPIENT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE A PAYLIB USER-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
A recipient does not have to be a Paylib user. All he needs is a mobile phone number (FR or international) and a bank account in
France (French IBAN).------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
The money transfers are made within the limit of 500 euros maximum cumulated / day and per transaction.The sum is credited in the
same time period as a traditional transfer, that is to say within 1 to 3 days.
PAYLIB IS A JOINT INNOVATION OF MAJOR FRENCH BANKS----------------------------------------------------------------Paylib, a joint

innovation of major French banks. Paylib is the French payment solution for individuals and traders designed by major French banks.
Already adopted by more than a million users, Paylib can pay for its purchases on the internet but also in local businesses through
mobile payment without contact. Its ambition: to become a simple, secure and innovative payment standard. Find Paylib on
facebook.com/paylib.fr, on Twitter @Paylib and on Paylib.fr
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